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Drumming Series >> Dusty Breaks & Vintage Drums 

Future Loops is proud to present "Dusty Breaks & Vintage Drums" , a delicious 
collection of premium vintage sounding drum loops , fills and one-shots ! 
 
This unique sample treat is perfect for you to cook up some fine tasting beats 
with a sweet sticky retro flavor , all sprinkled with crackling textures , saturated 
phat grooves and that nectarous crate digging feel that'll make your head nod 
and your choons stink of fresh vinyl goodness ! 
 
WARNING : If you are looking for very clean , neutral , polite , well-behaved 
and "pristine" drums this collection is not for you ! In fact these drums are just 
the opposite ,  "Dusty Breaks & Vintage Drums" features several different drum 
kits that were expertly abused and processed to emulate the warm , imperfect 
and lo-fi sound of vintage drums using distortion , vinyl-like crackles , tape hiss , 
compression , spring reverbs and other retro elements that bring out the dusty , 
rare and authentic feel of 60's and 70's drums ! They are phat , dirty and 
hopelessly misbehaved ! 
 
But what do vintage drum kits need ? That's right , vintage drumming 
performances ! Worry not , the sonic work done on the drum kits is matched by 
supa funky tight grooves that sum up over 800 loops of swingin Soul , cool 
Funk and loose Chilled breaks ! 
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The best of it all ? These breaks are 100% Royalty-Free ! They may sound 
positively retro , they may be brimming with crate digging enthusiasm and be so 
authentic that you won't believe they weren't sampled from obscure dusty vinyls 
found on a dark attic's lost box - but they are brand new , live and all original 
recordings ! 
 
What do you get in "Dusty Breaks & Vintage Drums" ? XXX Drum Loops and 
XXXX Fills at 77BPM , 90BPM and 95BPM ( REX loops also included if you 
want to use the loops them at different tempos ) . 
 
How about drum hits ? We know you love your drum one-shots , so we 
painstakingly pre-sliced over XXXX of the best drum samples from each drum 
kit and organized them all by Type : Kicks , Snares , Hats , Cymbals , Tom and 
Rims ! If you are the kind of producer that likes to get busy and create beats 
from scratch you will find plenty of heavy artillery and variety here with crashing 
kicks , closed hats ,  open hats , multiple variations ,  rolls , flams , ghost hits 
etc.. ! It's a little paradise of vinyl drum hits and sampled breaks one-shots ! 
 
Here is a quick overview of what's inside "Dusty Breaks & Vintage Drums" 
 
898 Drum Loops: 
- 275 Fills 
- 623 Loops 
 
1435 Drum Hits 
 
 
"Dusty Breaks & Vintage Drums" is a sample library packed with fresh retro 
gems and a must-have collection for any producer looking for authentic vintage 
breaks and vinyl drums ! 
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